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Household definition is - those who dwell under the same roof and compose a family; also : a social unit composed of those living together in the same dwelling. How to use household in a sentence: those who dwell under the same roof and compose a family also : a social unit composed of those living together in the same dwelling. household. adjective. Definition of household (Entry 2 of 2). 1 : of or relating to a household : domestic cooking and other household arts. 2 : familiar, common a household name. Household definition: A household is all the people in a family or group who live together in a house. | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples. A household is all the people in a family or group who live together in a house. ...growing up in a male-only household. Many poor households are experiencing real hardship. Synonyms: family, home, house, ménage More Synonyms of household. 2.

singular noun [oft NOUN noun]. The household is your home and everything that is connected with looking after it.